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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the LTI’s system participated in NTCIR-9
RITE. The system is based on multiple linguistically-motivated
features and an adaptable framework for different datasets. The
formal run scores are 54.6% (accuracy in BC), 66.7% (accuracy
in Entrance Exam), and 29.8% (MRR in RITE4QA) which
outperformed strong baselines, and are relatively good among
participants. We also describe in-house experimental results (e.g.
ablation study for measuring feature contribution).
Keywords: textual entailment, near-synonym, domain adaptation

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with a problem of recognizing Textual
Entailment. Textual Entailment is an important and hard basic
research that can be applicable to many research fields, e.g.
Question Answering, Text Summarization, Information Retrieval
and Information Extraction [1]. We, LTI team, developed the
following three systems where first two are the baselines: (1)
Basic Element [2] based approach. (2) Voting approach
combining Basic Element and more fine-grained character overlap
scores. (3) Adaptable feature-based approach that combines
multiple complementing features motivated by our analysis on
data as well as linguistic insights. We evaluated our system in the
Japanese tracks of the BC, Entrance Exam and RITE4QA
subtasks at NTCIR-9 RITE [1].
In order to solve vocabulary mismatch in surface-level, we
utilized large scale structured data such as WordNet and
Wikipedia. The tools we built for some of sub-modules toward
this goal are released as open source software for the community
to use.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
will present analysis we manually conducted on the BC dev data.
Section 3 and 4 will describe our baseline algorithms and
proposed approach which design is motivated by the analysis in
Section 2. In Section 5, tools and resources used to implement our
system will be listed to help the reader’s replication efforts.
Section 6 will provide experimental that can hopefully give
evidence that our assumptions practically works. Section 7 will
report results on unseen dataset, from the NTCIR-9 RITE formal
run. In Section 8, we will discuss a few observations. Finally, in
Section 9, we will present concluding remarks and future works.

2. ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT DATA
We analyzed the BC dev (training) dataset in order to observe
general trends in the dataset and strategize possible solutions.

2.1 Manually categorizing linguistic phenomena
occurrences
We analyzed hundreds of pairs and classified them into categories
representing possible linguistic phenomena need to be addressed.
Table 1 shows the summary of categories and the frequencies.
As expected from previous works in English community, the
lexical entailment is the category with the highest frequency.
Lexical entailments can be the base of sentence entailment, as you
can see from an example such as the pair ID 89 in JA-BC dev
dataset (see also Table 1). In the sentence ID 89, a word ঽ৬
ƄƘƗƒƑƒƐƒƘƖŃ ƆƒƐƐƘƑƌƗƜ 1 should be entailed from   ੨
ƐƘƑƌƆƌƓƄƏƌƗƜ.
However, lexical entailment alone is not sufficient to recognize
sentence-level entailment. For example in the pair ID 323 (see
also Table 1), all lexicons in t2 can be entailed from lexicons in t1,
but t2 cannot be inferred from t1. In t1, బಐŲƎƌƑƄƚƄmodifies ੦
 ƅƄƖƈ and ৪ ব ŸőŶő modifies 世 界 戦 略 ƚƒƕƏƇŃ ƖƗƕƄƗƈƊƜ.
However in t2, బಐŲƎƌƑƄƚƄ modifies 世界戦略ƊƏƒƅƄƏŃƖƗƕƄƗƈƊƜ
and ৪বŸőŶő modifies ੦ƅƄƖƈ. This dependency switch is a
syntactic change and cannot be detected by the lexical-based
approach. Also, negation, or polarity, is highly informative
because it might change the meaning of the entire sentence.

2.2 Evidence for the need of trainable approach
We ran a simple character-overlap based entailment recognizer
which is based on the following assumption: texts with high
lexical overlap tend to be close in meaning, which leads to a
positive entailment relationship. In Figure 1 and Figure 2, we
present the histograms of the overlap ratio (the percentage of t2
Characters contained in t1) for each gold label. One may notice the
difference in trends. In Figure 1, the Y histogram looks like a bell
curve, on the other hand, N histogram isn’t. There are some mass
for highly overlapped N instances than it should. It may be that
the data development policies [1] for JA BC N-pair affected. On
the other hand, Figure 2 shows two distributions where each bellcurved Y and N distribution seem to follow the Gaussian
distribution.
This analysis suggests that, even if one develops a system that
works well in one dataset, there is no guarantee that it will also
result in a comparable performance, even though the dataset
characteristics seems to be similar.

1

We will denote English translations in this form throughout this
paper.
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Table 1. Summary of manual analysis on a sample of JA BC dev dataset.
Category

Example

Freq

Lexical Entailment

164

89

Syntactic Entailment

160

323

45
36

25
390

Phrasal Entailment
Polarity

t1

ID

ঽ৬पऔोञƐƒƙƈƇŃƗƒŃƄŃ
ƄƘƗƒƑƒƐƒƘƖŃƆƒƐƐƘƑƌƗƜ
⽶国の基地は、沖縄の世界戦略と密接に
沖縄の基地は、⽶国の世界戦略と密接に結び
लणःथःॊ؛ŸŶŃƐƌƏƌƗƄƕƜŃƅƄƖƈƖŃ
णःथःॊ؛ŰƌƏƌƗƄƕƜŃƅƄƖƈƖŃƌƑŃŲƎƌƑƄƚƄŃƄƕƈŃ
ƄƕƈŃƆƏƒƖƈƏƜŃƕƈƏƄƗƈƇŃƗƒŃƗƋƈŃŲƎƌƑƄƚƄƢƖŃ
ƆƏƒƖƈƏƜŃƕƈƏƄƗƈƇŃƗƒŃƗƋƈŃŸŶŃƊƏƒƅƄƏŃƖƗƕƄƗƈƊƜ
ƊƏƒƅƄƏŃƖƗƕƄƗƈƊƜ
ੱ॑धैइथऌञƖƈƌƝƈƇŃƒƘƕŃƋƈƄƕƗ
魅了してきたƉƄƖƆƌƑƄƗƈƇ
૮ྤदऩऊढञƑƒƗŃƚƄƖƗƈƉƘƏƏ
૮ྤटढञƚƄƖƗƈƉƘƏƑƈƖƖ

Also, we can see that using the overlap score as a continuous
numeric score has a certain risk. A trainable machine learning
approach would not work if the feature is designed blindly.
Instead, we need to go beyond a trainable approach.
Figure 1. Distribution of overlap score on JA BC dev.
ϳϬ
E

ϲϬ

&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ

ϰϬ

ϮϬ
ϭϬ
Ϭ
Ϭ͘ϯ

Ϭ͘ϰ

Ϭ͘ϱ

Ϭ͘ϲ

Ϭ͘ϳ

Ϭ͘ϴ

Ϭ͘ϵ

ϭ

ŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŽǀĞƌůĂƉƌĂƚĞ

Figure 2. Distribution of overlap score on JA EXAM dev.

3.1.1 BE construction
We used CaboCha dependency parser [6] to obtain a dependency
parse tree from given a sentence. Each edge in a parse tree
becomes a base of BE. A BE structure is composed of three
elements, namely head, modifier and relation, which will be
denoted as the following: [head, modifier, relation].
Head is the content word (precisely speaking, bunsetsu unit in
Japanese) on the parent node of the edge. Modifier is the content
word on the child node. Relation is the particle (often, a case
marking particle, or a case marker) in the child node when the
child node contains a particle (otherwise the content word in the
child node fills in the relation slot). The following is an example
input and output:

ϴϬ
z

ϲϬ

&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇ

Motivated by the analysis in the previous section, we designed
and implemented the components which will be described in this
section in detail.

BE is a general framework (and we will also use the term BE for
an output structure from this algorithm, and a name of the feature
based on BE structural matching). In this work, we reimplemented a BE implementation that operates on Japanese
syntactic dependency trees [5]. In this implementation, BE
extractor decomposes pieces of syntactic structures from edge and
nodes in a dependency parse tree. In the rest of this subsection, we
will introduce the construction of a BE, the matching criteria of
two BE structures, and the sentence entailment prediction using
the matching result.

ϯϬ

E

3. BASELINES

As a method to capture syntactic entailments, we will use Basic
Element (BE) [2] which is designed to capture syntactic structure
in sentence. Some studies already used it to recognize textual
entailments in English texts [4].

ϱϬ

ϳϬ

Table 1, a capability to recognize syntactic entailment seems to be
as important as lexical entailment.

3.1 Syntactic matching with Basic Element

z

Ϭ͘Ϯ

t2

੨पऔोञƐƒƙƈƇŃƗƒŃƄŃ
ƐƘƑƌƆƌƓƄƏƌƗƜ

ϱϬ
ϰϬ
ϯϬ
ϮϬ
ϭϬ

•

Ϭ
Ϭ͘Ϯ

Ϭ͘ϯ

Ϭ͘ϰ

Ϭ͘ϱ

Ϭ͘ϲ

Ϭ͘ϳ

Ϭ͘ϴ

Ϭ͘ϵ

ϭ

ŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŽǀĞƌůĂƉƌĂƚĞ

Input (JA BC dev, ID421, t1):ଆ಼૮ƚƌƕƈƏƈƖƖŃ
ƆƒƐƐƘƑƌƆƄƗƌƒƑŃƖƜƖƗƈƐŃƉƒƕŃƇƌƖƄƖƗƈƕŃƓƕƈƙƈƑƗƌƒƑऋŪŤ
ਗ਼ƓƒƚƈƕŃƒƘƗƄƊƈदŒŧŨઞइऩःƒƘƗŃƒƉŃƖƈƕƙƌƆƈহଙ
ƖƌƗƘƄƗƌƒƑऋŒŪŤ⽴ちはだかったƖƗƄƑƇŃƌƑŃƗƋƈŃƚƄƜŃ؛

• Output BE structures^>ઞइऩःƒƘƗŃƒƉŃƖƈƕƙƌƆƈଆ಼૮

2.3 Toward capturing syntactic entailment

ƚƌƕƈƏƈƖƖऋŪŤ@

One of the difficulties in Textual Entailment recognition problem
lies on the fact that it not only requires lexical entailment [3], but
it also analysis on syntactic structure. As we have seen in the

>হଙƖƌƗƘƄƗƌƒƑઞइऩःƒƘƗŃƒƉŃƖƈƕƙƌƆƈઞइऩःƒƘƗŃƒƉŃƖƈƕƙƌƆƈ@
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>ઞइऩःƒƘƗŃƒƉŃƖƈƕƙƌƆƈਗ਼ƓƒƚƈƕŃƒƘƗƄƊƈदŧŨ@
>⽴ちはだかったƖƗƄƑƇŃƌƑŃƗƋƈŃƚƄƜহଙƖƌƗƘƄƗƌƒƑऋŪŤ@`
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A pseudo algorithm for BE construction is described as follows.
Algorithm 1. Basic Element construction.


ϭ͗
Ϯ͗
ϯ͗
ϰ͗
ϱ͗
ϲ͗
ϳ͗
ϴ͗
ϵ͗
ϭϬ͗
ϭϭ͗
ϭϮ͗


/ŶƉƵƚ͗ǆсƉĂƌƐĞͺƚƌĞĞ
KƵƚƉƵƚ͗ǇсďĞͺůŝƐƚ
ďĞͺůŝƐƚсĞŵƉƚǇ͖
ĨŽƌĞĂĐŚ;ĞĚŐĞŝŶƉĂƌƐĞͺƚƌĞĞͿ
ďĞ͘ŵŽĚŝĨŝĞƌсŐĞƚͺĐŽŶƚĞŶƚͺǁŽƌĚ;ĞĚŐĞ͘ĨƌŽŵͿ͖
ďĞ͘ŚĞĂĚсŐĞƚͺĐŽŶƚĞŶƚͺǁŽƌĚ;ĞĚŐĞ͘ƚŽͿ͖
ŝĨ;ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶƐͺƉĂƌƚŝĐůĞ;ĞĚŐĞ͘ĨƌŽŵͿͿ
ďĞ͘ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶсŐĞƚͺƉĂƌƚŝĐůĞ;ĞĚŐĞ͘ĨƌŽŵͿ͖
ĞůƐĞ
ďĞ͘ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶсŐĞƚͺĐŽŶƚĞŶƚͺǁŽƌĚ;ĞĚŐĞ͘ĨƌŽŵͿ͖

ďĞͺůŝƐƚ͘ĂĚĚ;ďĞͿ͖

ƌĞƚƵƌŶďĞͺůŝƐƚ͖

The final BE score is calculated based on an overlap of BE
structures from t2 and t1. The minimum and the maximum overlap
ratio are learned from the development data. We submitted results
from this BE baseline as one of three runs (Run ID: LTI-*-01).

3.2 Voting method
BE-based approach mainly focuses on the syntactic information.
On the other hand, it is also meaningful to explore fine-grained.
Voting approach is designed to combine approaches in different
granularity-level, namely character-level, word-level and
syntactic-level.

3.1.2 BE matching
We designed original criteria for matching BE structures, which
allows soft-matching of modifiers and heads. Soft word matching
is composed of three methods: Character-based matching, Kanjibased matching and Heuristic matching.

Character-level approach uses the same technique described in
Section 2.2. Word-level approach is different from the Characterlevel approach in terms of tokens to be compared. We used Mecab
[7] for tokenization. The Wu & Palmer semantic relatedness
algorithm [8] on Japanese WordNet [9][10] is used to decide a
match between words with different surface (matching criterion:
relatedness score over 0.9). For both character based and word
based approaches, the prediction is made by minimum and
maximum overlap ratios which are learned from the development
data. The third syntactic-level approach is the BE one described in
the previous subsection. The voting score is given by the
following formula.

Character-based matching computes the percentage of how many
characters in the t2 word appear in the t1 word. Examples are
shown as follows:
JA BC dev, ID97.
• ,QSXWবVƑƒƚƜŃƆƒƘƑƗƜमणैणƋƈƄƏƗƋƜŃƄƑƇŃ
ƙƌƊƒƕƒƘƖ条例ƒƕƇƌƑƄƑƆƈ
• ,QSXWবVƑƒƚƜŃƆƒƘƑƗƜमźŤणैःेƓƄƌƑƉƘƏ条例
ƒƕƇƌƑƄƑƆƈ
• 6FRUH 
JA BC dev, ID257.
• ,QSXWৈਙચƋƌƊƋŃƓƈƕƉƒƕƐƄƑƆƈਗ౫ƚƄƏƏŃƐƄƗƈƕƌƄƏॲ
ॖথ॥থॡজॺشŧżűŨŃŦƒƑƆƕƈƗƈ
• ,QSXWஆঽƒƕƌƊƌƑƄƏ॥থॡজॺشƆƒƑƆƕƈƗƈਗƚƄƏƏ
• 6FRUH 

Kanji-based matching computes the ratio of Kanji in t2 word
appeared in the t1 word. The rational is that, often, Kanji is more
important than other character types, such as hiragana, katakana,
numbers and English alphabets. Given the same examples as
above, we obtain the score of 1.0 and 0.5 respectively.
Since the above method is not robust, a weak heuristic matching
method using reading information is added to extend the Kanjibased method. The Heuristic method works as follows:
• If hypothesis word doesn't contain Kanji, return 1.
• Else if the readings match, return 1.
• Else, for each Kanji in the t2 word, temporally remove it from t2
and test whether Kanji in t1 word contains Kanji in t2 word. If
any of the removals matches the words, return 1.

Voting-Score(t1,t2) = (Character-based-method(t1,t2)
+Word-based-method(t1,t2)
+BE-method(t1,t2) ) / 3.
We submitted results from this simple voting method as one of
three runs (Run ID: LTI-*-02).

4. ADAPTABLE APPROACH
In Section 2, we learned that an ideal system needs to be able to
address multiple different linguistic phenomena. To this end, we
decided to take a supervised machine learning approach with a
careful design on features motivated by linguistics. The
classification models we chose are SVM with the linear kernel
[11] (in the BC subtasks) and MaxEnt [12] (in the Entrance Exam
and RITE4QA subtasks). See the rational in Section 6.4.
Also, in order to deal with a dataset such as the BC subtask’s
where a counter-intuitive characteristics is observed, we need a
certain adaptable (not only just trainable) machinery. To deal with
this need, we will convert numeric continuous feature values into
categorical discrete binary features.
We submitted the run result implemented with the approach
described in this section as our main run (Run ID: LTI-*-03).

4.1 Features
We designed features based on two complementing principles:
commonly occurring weak features and rarely occurring strong
features. By strength, we mean a classification power of a feature
into Y and N labels. Each feature is introduced with a rational
below.
•

• Return 0 otherwise.
For each of the methods, a threshold is set to convert the
overlapping ratio to binary matching decision. This threshold is
set to 0.4 after tuning on the development data. The final match
decision is based on the combination of the three methods.

•
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Morpheme Overlap – This is a commonly occurring feature
based on a morpheme overlap statistics (same as the one
described in Section 2.2 where the token-level here is
morpheme rather than character). Instead of exact surfacelevel matching, we allowed near-synonym matching described
in the next subsection.
BE Overlap – This is another commonly occurring feature
based on overlap of BE structures described in 3.1
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•

•

Polarity – This feature fires when a mismatch of sentiment
polarity is captured between t1 and t2. We assume that if one
of t1 or t2 (but not both) has a negative modality, entailment
does hold. The following negative expression cues are
manually extracted for this feature from the JA BC dev dataset
(they are functional words meaning “no”, “not”, “cannot” etc):
ऩःऩखऩऎऩऊढञऽच॒दऌङ.
Quote – This feature is an N-label indicator, which fires when
a quoted content in t1 occurs in t2. The intuition behind this
feature is that what’s written and what’s said (or reported in
quotation) have different likelihood of being true. For example,
see JA BC dev ID246:

Table 2. Feature statistics for each gold label
&ĞĂƚƵƌĞ
WŽůĂƌŝƚǇ
YƵŽƚĞ
YƵĂŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ
DŽƌƉŚĞŵĞŝĨĨ

•

ढथƒƑƏƜŏ ॊƒƑƏƜŏ ƒƑƏƜ ིƈƛƆƏƘƖƌƙƈƏƜ 
ङƄƅƖƒƏƘƗƈƏƜ ଞपƄƏƚƄƜƖ घसथƄƏƏ ৸थƄƏƏ टऐद
मƑƒƗŃƒƑƏƜၴुƑƒƑƈऺध॒नƐƒƖƗƏƜŞŃƋƄƕƇƏƜ

•

Morpheme Diff – The feature extractor takes a diff of
sequence of morphemes from t1 and t2. Then, it makes an
entailment recognition decision on the different morphemes
using character-level heuristic soft-matching. A rational
behind using this feature is that, based on an assumption that
when there are only small diff between two texts, lexical
entailment represents the entire text entailment. For example,
see JA BC dev ID75:
Ɨ旧経団連は、政治献⾦のあっせんを廃⽌した。ŷƋƈŃ
ũƒƕƐƈƕŃŮƈƌƇƄƑƕƈƑŃƄƅƒƏƌƖƋƈƇŃƗƋƈŃƐƈƇƌƄƗƌƒƑŃƌƑŃƓƒƏƌƗƌƆƄƏŃ
ƇƒƑƄƗƌƒƑƖőŃ
Ɨ旧経団連は、政治献⾦のあっせんを中⽌した。ŷƋƈŃ
ũƒƕƐƈƕŃŮƈƌƇƄƑƕƈƑŃƖƗƒƓƓƈƇŃƗƋƈŃƐƈƇƌƄƗƌƒƑŃƌƑŃƓƒƏƌƗƌƆƄƏŃ
ƇƒƑƄƗƌƒƑƖő

The diff tool detects that the different part is ఀૃƄƅƒƏƌƖƋƈƇ and
র ૃ ƖƗƒƓƓƈƇ. Since there is a common suffix ૃ ƖƗƒƓ, the
method makes a final decision as Y, which matches the gold label.
The following table shows how many times each feature actually
fired on the entire JA BC dev dataset (out of 500 pairs),
categorized by the gold standard labels. We can see that both
Quote and Quantification features co-occurs well the N labels (but
not with Y labels).

E
ϰϰ
ϭϵ
ϭϭ
ϴ

4.1.1 Numeric-to-binary conversion
The two overlap feature scores introduced in Section 4.1, i.e.
Morpheme Overlap and BE Overlap, are non-negative real values
taking a range between 0 and 1. We converted these scores to an
index value in {1, …, N} which is to be used in a binary feature
name.

Ɨ ؼड़४१থऋَযథमᓻقी॒كథُآध॒दःञ؛
őőőƗƋƈŃƊƘƜŃƚƄƖŃƖƋƒƘƗƌƑƊŃƮƐƄƑƎƌƑƇŃƌƖŃƄŃƑƒƒƇƏƈŐƎƌƑƇƼ
Ɨযमᓻقी॒كథट؛ƐƄƑƎƌƑƇŃƌƖŃƄŃƑƒƒƇƏƈŐƎƌƑƇ

The gold label assigned to this pair by the human annotators is
N. This could be one of the most difficult and may be the most
controversial types in the dataset, because t1 may logically
entail t2. Pragmatically speaking, t2 is not a fact that can be
inferable from t1 which is apparently a joke or something. Our
model is too simple to capture the differences in epistemic
modalities (e.g. I think “…”, I heard “…”, I doubt “…”) but
made a contributed in this evaluation (see the next section for
experimental evidence).
Quantification – This feature fires when there is a mismatch
in quantification expression which also indicates an N-label.
The quantifier cues we extracted from the JA BC dev dataset
are the following:

z
ϯϬ
ϯ
Ϯ
ϭϱ

⎧
⎪1
⎪
⎪
⎪
f ( x ) = ⎨k
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎩ N

if 0 ≤ x <
M
if
M
if

1
N

k −1
k
≤x<
N
N
N −1
≤ x ≤1
N

For instance, when the overlap score x is 0.3 and N=5, the index is
2. We experimentally found that N=5 gave us the highest
accuracy on the JA BC dev dataset. When choosing the N value,
one has to take the bias-variance tradeoff into consideration.
When it’s too low, discriminative power is small, but when it’s
too high, there is a risk of overfitting. See also Section 6.2 for the
results.

4.2 Solving synonymy and hyponymy
Text pairs in BC subtask are created from a newswire where
terminologies (e.g. abbreviations, foreign word spelling) are
normalized according to a certain guideline [13]. On the other
hand, we observed many alternative forms of the same lexicon
between pairs in the Entrance Exam subtask, which was created
from entrance exam (Daigaku Nyushi Center Shiken) and
Wikipedia.
In order to solve this problem, we realized the aforementioned
WordNet-based (near-)synonym resolution techniques may not be
enough due to the limitation in coverage on proper nouns.
So, we used the following two additional resources created from
Wikipedia which contains a lot of Named Entity entries which
often lack in traditional thesauri.
• Wikipedia Hyponymy – This is a hypernym-hyponym
resource automatically extracted from Wikipedia using NICT’s
Hyponymy extraction tool [14][15]. We used hypernymhyponym data created by hierarchy and category strategies.
• Wikipedia Redirect – We developed a tool which can extract
and utilizes Wikipedia’s redirect information to be used for
solving alternative forms of the same concept. For example,
Wikipedia entries “Great East Japan Earthquake” and “2011
Miyagi earthquake” are both redirected to an entry “2011
Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami”. In this case, we see all three
as alternative forms of each other.
In the rest of this subsection, we will show the exhaustive list of
term matched between t1, t2 (or in the other order) in JA Entrance
Exam dev dataset using one of the following resources /
techniques appeared in this paper: WordNet Synonymy, WordNet
semantic relatedness, Wikipedia Hyponymy, and Wikipedia
Redirect. Using this list, one may find how these resources may
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possible help to align semantically similar or equivalent terms.
We did not do any samplings; false positives are also included in
natural distribution with duplicated entries removed. For the
reader’s convenience, we put English translations for the first 20
entries in each data.

4.2.2 WordNet semantic relatedness
ไেƅƌƕƗƋেऽोॊƅƒƕƑ  এজ५ƓƒƏƌƆƈଔƐƌƏƌƗƄƕƜ 
ঋشঝƙƈƌƏ৳૧ƓƕƒƗƈƆƗƌƒƑ  ཚJUDQGVRQ
HPSHURU  ⾏うH[HFXWHટञघƄƆƆƒƐƓƏƌƖƋ  流通
ƆƌƕƆƘƏƄƗƌƒƑ流⼊ƌƑƉƏƒƚ  েਓƓƕƒƇƘƆƗƌƒƑଡਛ
ƆƒƐƓƒƖƌƗƌƒƑ  ƈƐƓƈƕƒƕຳƈƄƕƏƌƈƖƗŃƄƑƆƈƖƗƒƕ 
ઊठശघƖƋƄƗƗƈƕശƇƈƖƗƕƒƜ  ƉƌƕƖƗŐƋƄƏƉ
ƏƄƖƗŐƋƄƏƉ  ຟƖƄƌƑƗೞƈƐƓƈƕƒƕ  ଜƈƑƇଈ
ƇƈƄƗƋ  পƗƋƈŃŪƕƈƄƗযƓƈƕƖƒƑ  বƎƌƑƊೞ
ƈƐƓƈƕƒƕ  ਤলƉƒƕƄƜƐƒƙƈƐƈƑƗ  ೈ઼
ƐƈƄƖƘƕƈৌੁƆƒƘƑƗƈƕŃƐƈƄƖƘƕƈ  ƊƕƒƖƖŔŖ 
ன৫ƈƛƓƄƑƖƌƒƑઁऽॊƖƓƕƈƄƇ  ઐਅƚƄƕਅअ
ƉƌƊƋƗ  ੂƌƑƌƗƌƄƏƌƝƄƗƌƒƑਝ઼ƌƑƖƗƄƏƏƄƗƌƒƑ  所領ਥ
  రૃ১  ीॊ  ੋअ  ৭ 
৭  ೦১法律  法律হඨ  ୭  
⻑市⻑  ୀખખघॊ  ीॊ  ৮ഁ  ৸
ಹ  ૠ概念  ऌ়अઉએ  రૃ৺  ೪
ຆगी  貿易ୟল  ୟল貿易  ਉఅલఅ  ନ
ੋନ൬  రगॊరૃ  ੲਾॹॱشঋش५  ব 
થघॊण  ೦১৺  ৮৩⽴候補者  法律
ඨ 

4.2.1 WordNet synonymy
ƓƈƕƌƒƇৎ৻ƈƕƄ  েऽोॊƅƒƕƑไেƅƌƕƗƋ  ਛ
ƉƒƕƐਛƉƒƕƐ  ଛॊƖƈƑƇলघƖƈƑƇ  েକऒ
ॊƋƄƓƓƈƑ  ૹƆƒƐƐƈƕƆƈ貿易ƗƕƄƇƈ  領域ƄƕƈƄ
ୠƄƕƈƄ  କऌॊƋƄƓƓƈƑକऒॊƋƄƓƓƈƑ  ৴়
ƄƏƏƌƄƑƆƈ৴ೇƉƈƇƈƕƄƗƌƒƑ  議⻑ƆƋƄƌƕƐƄƑ⼤統領
ųƕƈƖƌƇƈƑƗ  ƈƛƄƐƓƏƈঔॹঝƐƒƇƈƏ  ਛ
IRUPDWLRQੌ௶ƒƕƊƄƑƌƝƄƗƌƒƑ  ಿƕƈƖƌƖƗખৌ
ƒƓƓƒƖƌƗƌƒƑ  ভƖƒƆƌƈƗƜযƓƈƕƖƒƑ  ટञघ
ƄƆƆƒƐƓƏƌƖƋ⾏うƈƛƈƆƘƗƈ  ƏƈƄƇ⾏うƈƛƈƆƘƗƈ 
ಎ෪ƇƈƆƒƕƄƗƌƒƑૄƖƗƜƏƈ  ହਵƑƄƕƕƄƗƌƙƈఴછ
ƋƌƖƗƒƕƌƆƄƏŃƕƈƆƒƕƇ  ਅअƉƌƊƋƗಿƕƈƖƌƖƗ  ়ਔ
ƄƊƕƈƈੈƄƊƕƈƈƐƈƑƗ  अକऒॊ  ⺠族国⺠ 
ਠोॊলਠ  実⾏⾏う  แᇭශ  ଡਛੌ௶  ৴
়ೇ  ੌ௶ਝ  ੵেਓ  設⽴ਝ઼  ૦ണ
૦ਝ  ऽॊीॊ  ো఼৷  ਛଲ  ણඩ
ણ  ਃঢ়設⽴  ୈणॊ  ધધ৲  ଇऎଟ
ਖ਼  ઞ৷৷ःॊ  ม  ଡਛਛ  ⾔葉ୁ 
ਇୣ  ରஃ੍ର  ௯ಆ௯Ⴓ  ਤਤीॊ  ॊ
  ટ୶  ᔃ  ৴়൶  ೪
  അੳ৹ഀ  ਝ઼ଌ  ౧৹ഀ  ਮਮ 
লఆਸ  ૠ੶  ఀૃඏఀ  ઁऽॊன৫ 
ভੌ়  ੌ়ೇ  確⽴ਛ  ૧ୋଆୋ  ਝ઼
ਝऐॊ  ౣౣਛ  ১ૠಋ  ਝ઼  ມ᱂ມ
ॉ  ઞअ৷ःॊ  ि⾏अ  ਅअઐਅ  ੶ஈ੶
घ  અइॊ⾒る  ඉઘᆞઘ  ৎ৻  ૠ১ 
ᣑीহଥ  ਜભਜ  ीॊ  ૦ਝୗ 
ਯऎ  ਚ  ৎ  තත৺  ৭ল৭व 
ਖ਼ଟਪ  ஹॊ৳૧  ಅघੳीॊ  ଇਖ਼ਚଇਖ਼
  ଇਖ਼ଇਖ਼ਚ  ભ୵  अੋ  হ੯ৃ
়  ૩ᛡ  ં  ਉಋ১  ੜਸੜइॊ 
成⻑ஷ௪  ⼒ଓஃ  ଁ়়ಡ  ৽⾏う  料
૿  ૿料  ৳૫৳  ખघॊୀખ  ঽഞঽ
ै  条例法律  ीॊ  確⽴  શৼୀ 
ெኼളଲ  ుญनु  మಉ  ৭व৭උ  হ
੫  ਬ৺  ॡ४ছᅁ  論争対⽴  ৳ோ
৳૧  ਜ਼઼હऐॊਜ਼઼तऐॊ  ীશীऐॊ  ীథী
ऐॊ  ಸೠ৽ੋ  ਤയਤ  ૐ੮  ೦ฆ೦
১  ়ಱഅੳ  ੶ૠ  ১ૠ  तऐॊళ
व  ⾏動態度  ৼୀୀः  ઉએऌ়अ  ৫
ன  国⺠⺠族  ਛ設⽴  చ   
ਭऐॊ⾏う  ନ൬ନੋ  刊⾏  লග 
రૃరगॊ  ৭৭ল  ৷ःॊ利⽤  ਭऐॊੳी
ॊ  ⾏うৰ  එਛ૭ৠ  ૭ৠ৮ৠ  ఼ৠ৮ৠ 
णથघॊ  ৭ল৭  ੮৬ੌ௶  ੌ௶੮৬ 
එਛਔ  ਚ  ౻৷ௌ௮  ඐௌௌ௮  ৢో
⾦  ৽ੋৱ  ੍ରରஃ  ৳૧  ਝਝ 
制度லੌा  ਝऐॊ  చ  ৱ৽ੋ 
৽ੋৱ  成⻑ன  घૡఌ  ৃ়  ૩
૩घॊ 

4.2.3 Wikipedia hyponymy
ુਮবƕƈƓƘƅƏƌƆইॕজআথųƋƌƏƌƓƓƌƑƈƖ 
⏍ƉƄƏƖƈŃƄƆƆƘƖƄƗƌƒƑॻঞইগ५হ੯ŧƕƈƜƉƘƖŃƄƉƉƄƌƕ 
ロシア連邦⼤統領ųƕƈƖƌƇƈƑƗŃƒƉŃŵƘƖƖƌƄট३॔の⼤統領
ųƕƈƖƌƇƈƑƗŃƒƉŃŵƘƖƖƌƄ  ଔহƐƌƏƌƗƄƕƜଔƄƕƐƈƇŃ
ƉƒƕƆƈƖ  ᄀƖƄƑƊƋƄౠƎƄƐƌƝƄ  ਆੇ೨ŷƒƎƘƊƄƚƄŃ
ŬƈƜƄƖƘਆŷƒƎƘƊƄƚƄŃƆƏƄƑ  ଔহƐƌƏƌƗƄƕƜ
ƓƘƅƏƌƆŃƖƄƉƈƗƜ  །ƓƒƙƈƕƗƜᇡⅷƉƄƐƌƑƈ  
ƄƊƕƌƆƘƏƗƘƕƈƄƕƄƅƏƈŃƏƄƑƇ  ૣකƚƈƏƉƄƕƈஂ૧
ƈƏƇƈƕƏƜŃƆƄƕƈ  ্ਁુ੮৬ƏƒƆƄƏŃƊƒƙƈƕƑƐƈƑƗ্ঽ
ƏƒƆƄƏŃƖƈƏƉŐƊƒƙƈƕƑƐƈƑƗ  ആટफ़५ƊƕƈƈƑƋƒƘƖƈŃ
ƊƄƖ৲ຍಞƆƄƕƅƒƑŃƇƌƒƛƌƇƈ  ૬ਲ਼ॉƖƋƒƕƗŃƖƈƏƏƌƑƊ
⾦融ƉƌƑƄƑƆƈ  ଔহƐƌƏƌƗƄƕƜভƖƒƆƌƈƗƜ  যਥ
ƋƘƐƄƑŃƕƌƊƋƗƖঽƉƕƈƈƇƒƐ  যਥƋƘƐƄƑŃƕƌƊƋƗƖਥ
利ƕƌƊƋƗƖ  ॹॱشƇƄƗƄੲਾƌƑƉƒƕƐƄƗƌƒƑ  ্
ƕƈƊƌƒƑୠƄƕƈƄ 

4.2.4 Wikipedia Redirect
॔ॼॺজ॔ਣŤƑƄƗƒƏƌƄ৵॔४॔ŤƖƌƄƑƌƆ  ॠজ३ক
ŪƕƈƈƆƈॠজ३॔ŪƕƈƈƆƈ  Ŕਸ਼ƉƌƕƖƗ  ਮ৺
ƓƈƄƆƈŃƗƕƈƄƗƜਮƓƄƆƌƉƌƆƄƗƌƒƑ  দ॓५॥؞ॲ؞फ़ঐ
ŹƄƖƆƒŃƇƄŃŪƄƐƄদ॓५॥ٙॲٙफ़ঐŹƄƖƆƒŃƇƄŃŪƄƐƄ 
ॖ५ছŬƖƏƄƐॖ५ছشŬƖƏƄƐ  ॖ५ছઇŬƖƏƄƐ
ॖ५ছشઇŬƖƏƄƐ  ঐজবŰƄƏƌŃŨƐƓƌƕƈঐজব
ŰƄƏƌŃŨƐƓƌƕƈ  ॔ওজढ़যŤƐƈƕƌƆƄƑ॔ওজढ़়ಃব
ŸőŶőŤő  ॔ঃঝॺঊॖॺƄƓƄƕƗƋƈƌƇ⼈種隔離政策ƕƄƆƌƄƏŃ
ƖƈƊƕƈƊƄƗƌƒƑŃƓƒƏƌƆƜ  五カ年計画ŘŐƜƈƄƕŐƓƏƄƑ五か年計
ŘŐƜƈƄƕŐƓƏƄƑ   াũƈƅƕƘƄƕƜা)HEUXDU\  ९অ
ग़ॺŶƒƙƌƈƗ९দॕग़ॺŶƒƙƌƈƗ  ९অग़ॺ৴ഺŶƒƙƌƈƗŃ
ŸƑƌƒƑ९দॕग़ॺ৴ഺŶƒƙƌƈƗŃŸƑƌƒƑ  ロシア連邦⼤統領
ŵƘƖƖƌƄƑŃųƕƈƖƌƇƈƑƗロシアの⼤統領ųƕƈƖƌƇƈƑƗŃƒƉŃ
ŵƘƖƖƌƄ  ঐইॹॕشਅଥŰƄƋƇƌƖƗŃźƄƕঐইॹॕشઈ
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ŰƄƋƇƌƖƗŃźƄƕ  ⻘年トルコ⼈⾰命żƒƘƑƊŃŷƘƕƎŃ
ŵƈƙƒƏƘƗƌƒƑ⻘年トルコ⾰命żƒƘƑƊŃŷƘƕƎŃŵƈƙƒƏƘƗƌƒƑ  ്
ઇƐƌƖƖƌƒƑƄƕƜഘઇSURSDJDQGLVP  ሑ।ঝঐথଝ
ųƄƑŐŪƈƕƐƄƑƌƖƐঃথٙ।ঝঐথଝųƄƑŐŪƈƕƐƄƑƌƖƐ 
ছॵॲॖॺઈůƘƇƇƌƗƈŃƐƒƙƈƐƈƑƗছॲॖॺઈ
ůƘƇƇƌƗƈŃƐƒƙƈƐƈƑƗ  ശശघ  ॔ঘॱখફ॔ঘॱ
খફ  র९অग़ॺુਮবর९দॕग़ॺુਮব  ॖ५
ছફॖ५ছشફ  ॖঝঁথફॖঝٙঁথব 
ঐ४কঝযঐ४কشঝয  ঁشঝشথॵ॔؞ٙছ३ॻش
ঁشঝشথٙ॔ॵছ३  ॻش龍樹ॼشफ़شঝ४গॼ  龍
⻯樹  龍⻯  १ش१شথફ११থફ  ਭऐअ
ऐ  ൖணൖணহ    ૣྺૣྺ 
ਸ਼ઃপਅਸ਼ઃ਼ੀপਅ  ৳৺৸৳৺ 
नु  যয  ر律令制律令国家  ਆੇ
ਆ  天領幕領  পોഢ૱ੇોഢ  ଠ৳भপᇡ
ⅷଠ৳भᇡⅷ  ਗ৭ਗ  326 ३५ॸ
売時点情報管理  ३ঙॵউ  ঈॵॡম  市⻑
村⻑  ্ਁુ੮৬্ঽ৬  ૭ৠৠ৮  ্ਁુ
団体の⻑⾸⻑  ਕਜ਼৬भਕਜ਼৬  ੴଃ
ਓਥੴਚથਥ  ଥःଥ  ভ੫ੇভକੇ 
ে  ঽேে  ব৴়ব৴  ব৴়
安全保障理事会国連安全保障理事会  नु  ৫
ಥবனಥব  国際連合安全保障理事会安保理 
९অग़ॺ৴ഺ९৴  国際連合貿易開発会議国連貿易開
ভ৮  ব৴়য୭ভ৮ব৴য୭ভ৮  ব
৴়୭ੑব৴୭ੑ  ೦১ਫ೦১भਫ  年
༈年俸  ੁੁ  ੇజহ  ৪॥ও  ્
定商取引に関する法律્ૹਬ১ 

Table 3. Tools and resources used.
Tool/Resource
2

CaboCha [6] on
MeCab [7]3

Description
Syntactic dependency parser for
Japanese, which internally calls a
morphological analysis tool (in our
case MeCab).

Hyponymy
extraction tool
[14][15]

We created a dictionary of hypernymhyponym pairs from Japanese
Wikipedia using this tool.

JAWJAW4 on
Japanese
WordNet [10]5

We used this tool to find synonyms of
a word.

http://code.google.com/p/cabocha/
3
http://code.google.com/p/mecab/
4
http://code.google.com/p/jawjaw/
5
http://nlpwww.nict.go.jp/wn-ja/index.en.html

Wikipedia
Redirect7

This tool can generate a dictionary of
page title and its redirection from
Wikipedia.

MinorThird8 on
libsvm9 and
iitb.CRF10

MinorThird provides an interface to
various kinds of machine learning
algorithms. We used SVM [11] and
MaxEnt [12] implementations
wrapped in MinorThird.

We conducted in-house pre-formal-run experiments on dev data in
order to measure the contribution of each feature used in the
adaptable textual entailment system proposed in the previous
section.

6.1 Ablation study
Table 4 shows all-but-one ablation results where one feature is
removed at a time. We did 5-fold cross validation experiment on
JA BC and EXAM dev dataset using a SVM (Linear Kernel)
classifier. The absolute difference from the all-feature settings is
interpreted as the following: larger negative number played more
important role. All the features achieved non-positive diff
numbers, which supports the usefulness of the features.
Table 4. Experiment result: all-but-one feature ablation.
&ĞĂƚƵƌĞ
ůůĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ
ͲDŽƌƉŚĞŵĞKǀĞƌůĂƉ
ͲKǀĞƌůĂƉ
ͲYƵŽƚĞ
ͲWŽůĂƌŝƚǇ
ͲYƵĂŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ
ͲDŽƌƉŚĞŵĞŝĨĨ


ĐĐ
ϲϮ͘ϲй
ϲϭ͘Ϭй
ϱϰ͘Ϯй
ϲϭ͘ϰй
ϱϵ͘ϴй
ϲϮ͘Ϯй
ϱϳ͘Ϯй

ŝĨĨ
Eͬ
Ͳϭ͘ϲй
Ͳϴ͘ϰй
Ͳϭ͘Ϯй
ͲϮ͘ϴй
ͲϬ͘ϰй
Ͳϱ͘ϰй

yD
ĐĐ
ŝĨĨ
ϲϴ͘ϵй Eͬ
ϱϵ͘ϭй Ͳϵ͘ϴй
ϲϴ͘ϵй
Ϭ͘Ϭй
ϲϴ͘ϳй ͲϬ͘Ϯй
ϲϴ͘ϳй ͲϬ͘Ϯй
ϲϴ͘ϵй
Ϭ͘Ϭй
ϲϴ͘ϳй ͲϬ͘Ϯй

Notice that the features impacted the most is BE Overlap and
Morpheme Overlap in BC and EXAM, respectively. Also,
Morpheme Overlap is much more useful than any other features in
EXAM, whereas this trend does not exist in the BC results. This
difference may imply that it is advantageous to use an adaptable
technique for recognizing textual entailment.

6.2 Numeric-to-binary conversion
We verified if numeric-to-binary conversion of features
contributed to our system, in 5-fold cross validation using a SVM
with the linear kernel. We observed a large difference between
runs with or without conversion on BC (see Table 5). It suggests
that, to handle bumpy distributions (such as BC’s seen in Figure
1), numeric-to-binary conversion is effective.

6
2

WordNet Similarity implementation
for Java, which includes a metric by
Wu and Palmer [8].

6. EXPERIMENTS

5. TOOLS AND RESOURCES USED
The approaches described in the previous section are implemented
using the set of software our team has implemented and released:
JAWJAW, WS4J and Wikipedia Redirect. We also used some
existing tools and resources that are publicly available. A
summary of tools and resources used in our system is described in
the following table.

WS4J6

http://code.google.com/p/ws4j/
http://code.google.com/p/wikipedia-redirect/
8
http://minorthird.sourceforge.net/
9
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
10
http://crf.sourceforge.net/
7
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Table 5. With or without numeric-to-binary conversion.
ZƵŶ
ůůĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐǁŝƚŚĐŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ
ůůĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĐŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ

Table 8. Formal run result.
ZƵŶ

ĐĐ

yD
ϲϮ͘ϲй
ϲϴ͘ϵй
ϱϲ͘Ϭй
ϲϵ͘ϵй

ͲϬϭ
ͲϬϮ
ͲϬϯ
yDͲϬϭ
yDͲϬϮ
yDͲϬϯ
Z/dϰYͲϬϭ
Z/dϰYͲϬϮ
Z/dϰYͲϬϯ

6.3 Adaptability
We trained the system on JA BC dev data and evaluated on JA
EXAM dev dataset. The accuracy was 51.7%, which is much less
than expected. We spent several minutes training the system on
EXAM dev dataset, and obtained 69.5%. This result suggests
there is no guarantee that a system performed good in one datset
performs similarly well in another dataset. At the same time, we
learned our system can quickly adapt to a different dataset.
Table 6. Experiment result: Adaptability experiment.
ĂƚĂƐĞƚ ĂƚĂƐĞƚ
ĐĐ
dƌĂŝŶĞĚ
dĞƐƚĞĚ


*ϲϮ͘ϲй

yD
ϱϭ͘ϳй
yD
yD
*ϲϵ͘ϱй
* Evaluated in 5-fold cross validation.

6.4 Comparison of machine learning algorithms
In Table 7, we compared multiple major machine learning
classification models on JA BC/EXAM dev dataset using all
features. In the BC Entrance Exam subtask, we used SVM with
the linear kernel as it is simple (as compared to using other
kernels, which has advantage in training/runtime speed as well)
and effective. In the Entrance Exam and RITE4QA subtasks
where we needed to generate a confidence scores in addition to
labels, we used MaxEnt because it is a probabilistic model that
generates a probability between 0 and 1 in a natural way11.
Table 7. Experiment result: comparison of machine
learning models.
ůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞƌ
ĞĐŝƐŝŽŶdƌĞĞ
DĂƌŐŝŶWĞƌĐĞƉƚƌŽŶ
DĂǆŶƚ
EĂŢǀĞĂǇĞƐ
^sD;>ŝŶĞĂƌ<ĞƌŶĞůͿ
^sD;Z&<ĞƌŶĞůͿ
^sD;WŽůǇŶŽŵŝĂů<ĞƌŶĞůͿ
^sD;^ŝŐŵŽŝĚ<ĞƌŶĞůͿ
sŽƚĞĚWĞƌĐĞƉƚƌŽŶ

ĐĐ

yD
ϱϳ͘ϲй
ϲϲ͘ϵй
ϱϵ͘ϰй
ϲϴ͘ϱй
ϱϴ͘ϴй
ϲϵ͘ϱй
ϱϳ͘Ϭй
ϲϴ͘ϳй
ϲϮ͘ϲй
ϲϴ͘ϵй
ϲϮ͘ϲй
ϲϴ͘ϳй
ϲϭ͘ϰй
ϲϴ͘ϵй
ϲϮ͘ϲй
ϲϴ͘ϵй
ϱϵ͘ϲй
ϳϬ͘ϭй

8. DISCUSSION
8.1 Overfitting
In the BC subtask, dev and test data were created from the same
pool and randomly split into two [1]. There is overfitting, which is
a phenomenon where test performance is worse than training
performance, in our system as seen in the formal run results in
Table 8. This suggests that we need to elaborate more on the
generality of feature extractor implementation (e.g. with more
cues), although the feature design look already general.

8.2 A case study: when naïve approach with
WordNet might fail
In an ordinary context of upward monotonicity, a concept can be
expanded to its superset without losing the statement's validity.
For example, "মद൜ऋକऌञŷƋƈƕƈŃƚƄƖŃƄƑŃƈƄƕƗƋƔƘƄƎƈŃƌƑŃ
ŭƄƓƄƑ" would entail "॔४॔قभँॊবكद൜ऋକऌञŷƋƈƕƈŃ
ƚƄƖŃƄƑŃƈƄƕƗƋƔƘƄƎƈŃƌƑŃŋƒƑƈŃƒƉŃƆƒƘƑƗƕƌƈƖŃƌƑŌŃŤƖƌƄ", since "॔४
॔ŤƖƌƄ" is a hypernym of "মŭƄƓƄƑ". On the contrary, "॔४॔
द൜ऋକऌञŷƋƈƕƈŃ ƚƄƖŃ ƄƑŃ ƈƄƕƗƋƔƘƄƎƈŃ ƌƑŃ ŤƖƌƄ" would not
entail "মद൜ऋକऌञŷƋƈƕƈŃƚƄƖŃƄƑŃƈƄƕƗƋƔƘƄƎƈŃƌƑŃŭƄƓƄƑ".
Thus, a naive approach to deal with this type of sentence pairs is
to check if the text and the hypothesis contain corresponding
hyponym and hypernym, respectively. However, there are
situations where the sentence pairs can contain irrelevant
hyponym-hypernym pairs. Consider JA Entrance Exam dev ID31:
t1: ॖॠজ५বઇভम਼ ؚभॖথॢছথॻঊথজ਼ شऊै
ग़জ२ঋ५  世の時代にかけてローマ教皇庁から離れ、独⽴し
ञઇভधऩढञुभदँॊ؛ŷƋƈŃ ŦƋƘƕƆƋŃ ƒƉŃ ŨƑƊƏƄƑƇŃ ƌƖŃ ƄŃ
ƆƋƘƕƆƋŃ ƗƋƄƗŃ ƅƈƆƄƐƈŃ ƌƑƇƈƓƈƑƇƈƑƗŃ ƉƕƒƐŃ ƗƋƈŃ ųƒƓƈŃ ƌƑŃ ƗƋƈŃ
ƈƕƄŃƒƉŃƗƋƈŃŮƌƑƊŃƒƉŃŨƑƊƏƄƑƇŃūƈƑƕƜŃŹŬŬŬŃƗƋƕƒƘƊƋŃƗƋƈŃŴƘƈƈƑŃ
ŨƏƌƝƄƅƈƗƋŃŬŃƌƑŃƗƋƈŃŔřƗƋŃƆƈƑƗƘƕƜő

The following are the runs we submitted to NTCIR-9 RITE.

t2:  世紀にイギリスでは、ヴィクトリア⼥王によって、イギリス

Run 01: BE baseline
Run 02: Voting system baseline
Run 03: Adaptable approach

国教会が確⽴された。ŬƑŃ ŨƑƊƏƄƑƇŏŃ ƗƋƈŃ ŦƋƘƕƆƋŃ ƒƉŃ ŨƑƊƏƄƑƇŃ
ƋƄƖŃƅƈƈƑŃƈƖƗƄƅƏƌƖƋƈƇŃƅƜŃƗƋƈŃŴƘƈƈƑŃŹƌƆƗƒƕƌƄő

The formal run results, together with results on dev datasets, are
shown in Table 8 where our adaptable approach (bold face)
constantly outperforms the two strong baselines.

11

dĞƐƚ;ĨŽƌŵĂůƌƵŶͿ
ĐĐ
dŽƉϭ
DZZ
ϱϯ͘ϰй
Ͳ
Ͳ
ϱϰ͘Ϯй
Ͳ
Ͳ
ϱϰ͘ϲй
Ͳ
Ͳ
ϲϬ͘Ϯй
Ͳ
Ͳ
ϲϱ͘ϰй
Ͳ
Ͳ
ϲϲ͘ϳй
Ͳ
Ͳ
ΎΎϴϰ͘ϯй ϭϮ͘ϳй ϮϮ͘Ϯй
ΎΎϲϰ͘ϭй ϭϳ͘ϰй Ϯϱ͘ϲй
ΎΎϲϳ͘ϱй Ϯϭ͘ϰй Ϯϵ͘ϴй

* Evaluated in 5-fold cross validation.
** Accuracy is the secondary metric in the RITE4QA subtask

7. FORMAL RUN RESULT
•
•
•

Ğǀ
ĐĐ
ϱϳ͘ϲй
ϲϭ͘Ϯй
ΎϲϮ͘ϲй
ϲϭ͘ϭй
ϲϳ͘ϱй
Ύϲϵ͘ϱй
Ͳ
Ͳ
Ͳ

It is also possible to generate an estimation of probability using
margin-based classification models [16] though.

Although t1 does not entail t2, WordNet would detect ৎ৻ƄƊƈŞŃ
ƈƕƄ and ਼ƆƈƑƗƘƕƜ to be in a hypernym-hyponym relationship
if applied blindly. Therefore, we expect an approach that extract
hyponym-hypernym relations based on aligned words would
outperform a naïve approach with a bag-of-words representation.
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented the LTI’s system participated in NTCIR-9 RITE.
Through analysis, we assumed that multiple linguistic phenomena
must be captured, and there is a need of adaptability in a Textual
Entailment recognition system. We experimentally showed that
they are reasonable assumptions to make. Our contribution also
includes releasing open source software WS4J and Wikipedia
Redirect.
Our future works include detailed analysis with more detailed
categorizations, such as the ones seen in [17] that classified kinds
of common knowledge needed for recognizing Textual Entailment.
Another future work is to elaborate more on capturing linguistic
modalities. Especially, recognizing epistemic modality, or
committed and non-committed belief [18] could be a sophisticated
extension of Quote feature we used.
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